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The ruling United Progressive Alliance’s(UPA) victory in
the general elections generated immense optimism for
the country’s economic outlook. It was widely expected
that without its dependence on Leftist support, the
Government would advance faster and decisively on the
course of economic reforms. Living upto these
expectations, the Ministry of Finance released the
Economic Survey on July 2nd setting out a very ambitious
reforms agenda for the Government. Subsequently, the
Union Budget 2009 was announced by the Finance
Minister (“FM”) on July 6th, treading a relatively cautious
though solid path for social upliftment, infrastructure
development and tax administration reforms.
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Economy1 & Markets
The Union Minister for Finance presented the Union
Budget for the 2009-10 on the 6th of July with a
backdrop of huge expectations on FDI, Infrastructure
& financial sector reforms. The FM is an experienced
politician who has held the finance ministry earlier
has produced a pro reform balanced budget.
The FM has announced a budget keeping the
common man in mind. A number of social sector
projects have been announced which, while
benefiting employment creation and infrastructure
development, will further worsen the state of the
fiscal balances. The pronouncement of releasing a
new Direct Taxes Code as well as the introduction of
the Goods and Services Tax from 1 April 2010, will
hopefully streamline and simplify the tax structure in
the economy and is a welcome announcement.
Despite the constraints faced by the Government on
various fronts, the extension of the sun-set clause for
deduction in respect of export profits under sections
10A and 10B of the Income tax Act, and the
abolishing of the Fringe Benefit Tax, the Commodity
Transaction Tax and the additional 10% surcharge on
personal income taxes is supportive of stimulating
consumption in a slowing economy. The FM has also
provided a much needed boost to the production
and refining of natural gas by extending the tax
holiday under section 80-IB(9) of the Income Tax Act
to these activities.
The budget spelt continuity. The policy intent and
the direction was in line with the previous two
stimulus packages and the vote of account on the
budget. The focus is clearly and totally on energizing
the domestic consumption story by generating
demand from the bottom of the pyramid.
The budget laid out an additional outlay of Rs 400 bn
(~USD 8.2 bn) in the central budget and another
additional Rs 210 bn (~USD 4.3 bn) in the state
budget through a increased deficit allowance in
spending. This money is to be used to stimulating the
purchasing power and consumption amongst the
1
urban and rural poor. A clear step in the direction of
more equitable distribution of wealth.

Rural and urban low cost housing, social infrastructure,
rural roads, irrigation communication etc were given
additional thrust in the form of budgetary allocations for
programmes like National Rural Employment Guarantee
Scheme (NREGA), Bharat Nirman (India Development
fund) & JNURM (Jawaharlal Nehru Urban Renewal
Mission). An amount of Rs 20 bn (~USD 412 mn) has
been allocated to the National Housing Board for
providing refinance for rural housing projects. Similar
allocations have been made for National Rural Health
mission.
In addition to encouraging inclusive growth, the budget
proposals also reiterated the commitment to speed up
major
infrastructure
projects
through
India
Infrastructure Finance Company Limited (IIFCL) (SPV of
the Government of India to finance viable infrastructure
projects) which has been given the flexibility to use
commercial bank funding through the take out financing
model. IIFCL is expected to generate credit availability of
Rs 1000 bn (~USD 20.6 bn) in 12 to 18 months.
All relief measures provided for the stressed export
sector including interest subversion facilities have been
extended for six months upto March 2010. The small and
medium enterprises sector will get an additional facility
to the extent of Rs 40 billion (~USD 824 mn) through
SIDBI.
Education has been a big beneficiary as setting up
facilities for higher education received a higher
allocation of Rs 20 billion (~USD 412 mn). Additional
proposals like interest subsidies for students, Women
empowerment and social security schemes were
mooted. Clear guidelines are awaited on the matter.
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Impact of Budget on Real Estate sector
No Material Impact
Budget neutral — The budget is largely neutral
for the real estate sector. Most of the
anticipated measures did not come through,
particularly for boosting affordable housing and
higher interest deduction on taxable income.
However, following are some of the indirect
positives and negatives for the sector.
Indirect positives — 1) Boost to rural housing
with allocation of Rs20bn (~USD 412 mn) for
Rural Housing Fund in NHB (National Housing
Bank) to help refinancing in rural housing sector.
2) Allocation of Rs39.73bn (~USD 819 mn) for
housing and provision of basic amenities to the
urban poor. Government to implement Rajiv
Awas Yojana to make the country slum free in a
period of 5 year. 3) Abolition of surcharge on
personal income tax will increase some
disposable income, which could help boost
housing demand.
Some negatives — Extension of STPI benefits
until FY11 will be negative for upcoming IT SEZs
– something that was largely expected and does
not come as a surprise. Moreover, most
developers have already delayed their IT/ITES
SEZ projects given the slowdown in the IT sector.

It’s QIP Time
Indian companies have raised funds worth Rs
9,614 crore (~US$2 billion) through IPO/FPOs,
rights and QIPs.
The total quantum of funds raised through
equity issues in India has jumped almost five
times in the first quarter of 2009-10. Thanks to a
sharp revival in the stock markets, in the first
quarter (April-June 2009), Indian companies
have raised Rs 9,614 crore (~US$2 billion)
through IPO/FPOs, rights issues and QIPs (an
equity issue which raises funds from a group of
institutional investors) as against just Rs 1,985
crore in Q1 last financial year.

Unitech has raised Rs27.9bn (~US$575m) through its
second QIP of 344m shares at Rs81/share. The second
QIP results in 14% equity dilution after taking into
account increased equity of 2,044m shares after the
first QIP. The two QIPs together have resulted in 32%
equity dilution. The second QIP results in marginal
change in NAV to Rs87/share vs. Rs88/share. Unitech
has also allotted 227.5m warrants to promoters at Rs
50.75/share. After the second QIP promoter
shareholding has fallen to 44% but will increase to 49%
on conversion of warrants.
HDIL has raised Rs16.9bn (~US$350m) through a QIP of
70.35m shares at Rs240/share – however this was
lower than their targeted ~US$600m. In addition, the
company has issued 26m warrants to the promoter at
Rs240/share. 80-85% of the QIP proceeds will be used
to repay debt. The QIP results in 20% equity dilution
and reduces our NAV estimate to Rs259/share vs.
Rs264/share. Post QIP promoter shareholding falls to
49% but will increase to 53% on conversion of warrants.
Sobha Developers has raised Rs5.27bn (~US$110m)
through a QIP of 25m shares at a price of
Rs209.4/share. This was however lower than
company’s targeted plans to raise ~US$300m. Since Apr
2009, real estate developers have raised ~US$2.7 bn
through QIPs and sale of promoter stake and have
issued warrants to promoters worth ~US$356m.

However the appetite for further issuances has
3 slowed
down and this was noticed by the withdrawal of the
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De-leveraging balance sheets

Most short-term loans have been restructured

The one big change that has happened for real
estate developers in the last three months is the
improvement in liquidity. Banks have lent US$2.7
bn to developers in the last three months and old
loans have been restructured. US$1.6 bn in equity
funding has already been raised, with another
US$5.6 bn proposed, although market volatility
has raised some concern more recently.
Developers are also working hard to rid
themselves of the excess land acquired in the last
two years. Accordingly, the average gearing for
major developers could decline from 0.7x to 0.2x.
While the entire sector will likely benefit from this
improvement in liquidity, the big difference will
be if the situation changes in 2H09.

The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) guidelines providing
for the restructuring of corporate loans also has
brought much respite to developers. It is estimated
that that more than 75% of short-term borrowing
has already been restructured, refinanced or
rescheduled. This has reduced the extent of the
asset-liability mismatch for most developers with
the repayment of loans now spread over the next six
to eight years with, in many cases, an additional
repayment moratorium for the next two years.

Developers that are able to de-leverage in the
interim would be in a position to be more flexible
in their business strategy and aggressively launch
new projects.
Sector lending has eased
Banks, and especially Public Sector banks, have
started lending to real estate developers after a
near freeze in liquidity between September and
December 2008. Also, the RBI guidelines
providing for the restructuring of corporate loans
has provided an opportunity for developers to
convert their short-term borrowing into longer
duration loans.
PSU banks have increased their exposure to
developers While mutual funds –which formerly
loaned large sums to real estate companies
through debt funds and fixed maturity plans
(FMPs) – have become more circumspect and
withdrawn funding to the sector. Outstanding
loans to commercial real estate sector from the
banking sector increased to Rs908 bn (US$18 bn)
as of February 2009 from Rs539 bn (US$10.8 bn)
in March 2008 and Rs765 bn (US$15.3 bn) in
December 2008.

Rationalisation of land bank
In a complete reversal of the trend seen between
2006 and 2008 – when developers were trying to
outbid each other in an effort to build a large land
bank – developers are now reviewing their existing
land banks and are aggressively rationalising their
land banks in order to reduce land payment
commitments. Developers have looked to exit
projects where:
(1) Land that was partly acquired and or had
outstanding land payment commitments attached.
(2) Land bank that does not fit in with the
companies’ development plans over the next three
to four years. The exit strategy has been achieved by
convincing government authorities to either cancel
the land allotment altogether and refund the money
or to allot only a part of the total land against the
advance given for land purchases. Some developers
have also cancelled private land acquisitions and
taken back advances from land aggregators/sellers.
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Future theme – affordable housing in tier I/II
cities
In the last two months, there has been a definite
buzz in the property market. Although volumes
are significantly lower as compared to the 2007
peak (or even a year ago), there is a visible
improvement now than in the October 2008 to
February 2009 period. However, the recovery is
still shallow, with recent volume coming more
from investors and pent-up demand. In order for
the volume pick-up to continue, gaining massmarket demand is critical. The market is picking
up for (1) attractively priced city-centric
residential projects where the risk of oversupply is
limited and investor and end-user demand is
likely to be higher; (2) middle to low-cost housing
for the vast opportunity that it offers; and (3) tier
I/II cities with better investor interest and an
existing shortage of affordable housing. The stress
in retail development has not reduced given
retailers’ current financial problems, the lack of
investor interest and oversupply, and caution is
suggested for the commercial segment, due to a
slower recovery in demand and the potential risk
of oversupply.
Residential demand showing signs of coming to
life
While volume is still lower than a year ago, there
are multiple sources of data that points to a
recovery in volume both on a MoM and QoQ
basis. According to registration data in Mumbai
and Gurgaon, recovery became visible from
March 2009. Mumbai registrations in March rose
24% over February 2009 and 4% over January.
Registrations in Gurgaon were up 50% over
February and 12% over January 2009. In April,
Mumbai registrations were 22% higher than for
March.
According to data collected by PropEquity (a
property research firm), apartment sales volume
in India’s top five cities (Mumbai, Gurgaon,
Bangalore, Chennai and Hyderabad) in March 2009
was 6,391 lower than the 13,939 units in March
2008, but higher than the 4,286 units in February
2009.

Further volume from January to March 2009 is 89%
higher than for the October to December 2008
period – implying an improving trend for 2009

Anecdotal evidence also suggests that recent
launches by developers have done very well. Quite
a few projects are again being sold out in less than
one month, reminiscent of the situation in 2005-07
and a welcome change from 2008 when news flow
on discounts on projects dominated the market.
Some examples of recent launches (and there are
many such examples) are: 1) BPTP received 3,700
bookings against 1,000 units on offer at its Park
Elite Floors project in Faridabad. 2) Jaypee Greens
(not listed) sold 3,300 apartments priced between
Rs2-3 mn within 24 hours of launching its 70-acre
housing project on the Noida-Greater Noida
Expressway. 3) Unitech’s project in Gurgaon
(Uniworld Gardens II) with over 800 apartments
was sold out within a month of its launch. Unitech
has also managed bookings of 3.2 mn sq ft in the
last three months against bookings of less than 1
mn sq ft for the whole of 2008. 4) DLF’s project in
Delhi (Capital Greens) consisting of 1,356 units was
sold out on the first day it went on sale.
In all the cases above one similarity observed was
that the unit sizes were smaller, pricing was
affordable and 20% to 40% lower than the peak
seen in 2007 – 2008.
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Lower mortgage rates and falling property prices
have helped improve affordability With a 20%
correction in property prices and a 125-225 bp
decline in mortgage rates, affordability (as
measured by the EMI [equated monthly
instalment] as a percentage of monthly net
income) has improved significantly from 2007-08
levels. It is now very close to the levels seen in
2002-03 when there was a strong pick-up in
demand.
Property prices have corrected 20-25% from the
peak
Property prices started declining from the second
half of 2008 and have declined by 20-25% from the
peak in the last nine months. More encouragingly,
new launches are nearly 35-40% lower than
developer’s earlier expectation.
For the volume pick-up to continue, gaining mass
demand is critical. Lower employee additions by
IT/ITES companies and lower wage hikes and
payouts indicate that the uncertainty in the macro
environment is not completely over.
Currently more investor-driven and pent-up
demand for property

Mortgage rates are now down to more
reasonable levels The Reserve Bank of India’s (RBI)
steps to infuse liquidity into the economy –
through a series of repo and reverse-repo rates
and reduced CRR – has begun to have an impact on
lending rates. Mortgage rates are now down 125225 bp from the peak. Although the current rates,
at 9.75-10.25%, are higher than the lows of 7.5-8%
in 2006, the rates are attractive enough to
encourage people to start purchasing homes again.

Although data is not available to support this, the
sharp surge in volume and projects being sold out
within days of launch are clear signs that this
demand is largely from investors and pent-up
demand from fence sitters. Investors active in the
property market between 2004 and 2007 (industry
estimates put investor demand at 60-70% of the
total volume during 2004-06 in some northern
India markets) stepped out of the market in 2008.
Also, many genuine buyers who were in need of
and could afford to buy homes were sitting on the
fence in 2008 in anticipation of a further fall in
property prices. These investors and fence sitters
have since jumped in to buy homes in 2009 at the
first sign of some stability in property prices.
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The lower demand from the IT/ITES sector will
have a negative impact on the commercial office
segment. The office space under construction in
anticipation of potential demand has not been able
to fully adjust to the changed demand scenario.
While some supply has been deferred and or
cancelled, a large part will still be completed,
resulting in an increase in vacancy rates in 2009.
Over 70% of the planned completions in 2009 are
expected to become operational – adding a total of
52 mn sq ft to the office supply. Hence vacancy
rates are expected to increase to 18-22% from the
current 7-8% level. Rentals have declined up to 4050% in the past three quarters. The pace of decline
is expected to slow in future, but rentals are not
expected to increase before 2011.

Consequently, the supply of retail malls that was
being built in anticipation of demand from retailers
has no takers today. As per an estimate by Jones
Lang LaSalle, vacancy rates in retail malls are headed
to 25%+ levels in 2009 and to possibly over 30% in
2010.

Retail mall development – oversupply of mall
space and financial problems of retailers
India’s retail story has not panned out as expected.
The shift from unorganised retailing to the
organised sector has not happened at the fast pace
that was expected. High rentals, lower demand,
poor inventory management and aggressive
expansion have led to severe financial problems
for retailers. Subhiksha one of India’s early retail
entrants, recently filed for bankruptcy. Most
retailers have had a serious rethink about their
strategy and have slowed their expansion plans.
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In the following pages, we reproduce the portfolio and asset level update highlighting the current status
of each project. A comprehensive update on the assets is produced at the end of each quarter. The
information presented is basis the current approved business plans. However, given the changing
market dynamics, some of these business plans are under review to protect the long term interest of the
shareholders. The strategic review is underway and the final findings of the review may result in changes
to the configuration of some of the investments mentioned above.

Promoter

Equity
Committed

Equity
Stake

Resi led Mixed Use Pune

Kolte Patil

17.04

49.00%*

Market City Retail

Retail led Mixed
Use

Pune

Phoenix Mills

17.05

24.00%

Market City Hospitality

Hospitality

Pune

Phoenix Mills

4.58

20.00%

Phoenix United Mall

Retail

Agra

Big Apple

4.04

28.00%

Bhavnagar

Modi Developers

6.31

50.00%

Indore

EWDPL

10.99

29.30%

Indore Treasure Town

Resi led Mixed Use Indore

EWDPL

7.7

40.00%

City Centre Mall Nashik

Retail

Sarda Group

8.89

50.00%

Batanagar IT SEZ

Commercial/IT SEZ Kolkata

Hiland Group

20.28

50.00%

Technopolis II IT SEZ

Commercial/IT SEZ Kolkata

Forum Group

16.68

49.00%

Market City Retail

Retail

Bangalore

Phoenix Mills

20.05

30.00%

Market City Hospitality

Hospitality

Bangalore

Phoenix Mills

8.03

30.00%

Saket Engineers

Residential

Hyderabad

Saket Group

6.84

26.05%

15.70

15.00%

Project Name

Asset Class

Kolte Patil Residential

Retail led Mixed
Himalaya Mall
Use
Retail led Mixed
Indore Treasure Market City
Use

Location

Nashik

Pre - Constru Leasing/
Land
Planning Construct
Acquisiti
ction
Sales
approvals ion
on
activities status Status

n/a

Kurla Office Development

Commercial/IT SEZ Mumbai

Parsvnath
Developers

Taj Gateway

Hospitality

Kolkata

Jalan Group

4.48

40.00%

Phoenix Mills Ltd

Enterprise Level

Mumbai

Phoenix Mills

3.73

0.47%

Yet to commence

*Current stake 55%, post
buyback eventual stake 49%

Complete / Almost complete

Advanced stage

Significantly complete

Initial stage

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a
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Yatra Asset Quarterly update
Kolte Patil Residential Development, Pune

Planning

Received

Approvals
Debt

Projected: €55.49 million; Sanctioned: €55.55
million

Construction

53% of RCC work completed.

Status
Sales/Leasing

315,000 sq ft of retail space has been pre let.

Update

100,000 sq ft sold to an investor in Bazaar Mall.
Another 200,000 sq ft pre letting at an advanced
stage of closure.

Completion
Planning

Obtained for Phase I

March 2010

Date

Approvals
Debt

Projected: €3.26 million; Sanctioned: Nil

Construction

Site beautification and fencing has been

Status

completed. Construction would commence

Market City Hospitality, Pune

once the project master plan and product
mix is finalized. Phase I to be launched by
Sept 2009.
Sales/Leasing

MOU Signed to lease 100,000 sq ft to a

Update

school operator

Completion

November 2013

Date
Planning

Market City Retail, Pune

Received

Approvals
Debt

Projected: €27.6 million; Sanctioned: €14.56
million

Construction

Slab casting for ground floor has been partially

Status

completed and slab shuttering is in progress
for first floor and second floor of the main
mall. 53% of the RCC work has been
completed

Sales/Leasing

MoU has been signed with Carlson Group

Update

(Radisson Plaza)

Completion

September 2010

Date
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Phoenix United Mall, Agra

Planning

Received

Approvals
Debt

Projected: €9.26 million; Sanctioned: €7.10
million

Construction

Construction has been completed up to third

Status

floor slab. Phasing and product mix is being
reviewed.

Sales/Leasing

Approximately 120,000 sq ft has been pre let

Update
Completion Date
Planning

September 2010

Received

Approvals
Debt

Projected: €18.50 million; Sanctioned:

Treasure Market City, Indore

€16.75 million
Construction

Excavation work has been completed.

Status

Various ways of de-risking the
investment and enhancing returns are
being considered.

Sales/Leasing

Initial marketing is ongoing

Update
Completion

January 2011

Date
Planning

Himalaya Mall, Bhavnagar

Received

Approvals
Debt

Projected: €41.80 million; Sanctioned: €12.20
million

Construction

39% of RCC work completed.

Status
Sales/Leasing

255,000 sq ft of the retail space has been pre

Update

let

Completion Date

March 2011
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Treasure Market Town, Indore

Planning

In Process

Approvals
Debt

City Center Mall, Nashik

Planning

Received

Approvals
Projected: €21.65 million; Sanctioned:

Debt

Projected: €8.3 million; Sanctioned: €8.3

€10.20 million. Overall debt requirement

million. Currently in the process of

expected to reduce significantly as we

refinancing construction debt through rent

intend to build as we sell.

securitization.

Construction

Construction is expected to commence in

Construction

Construction of the mall has been completed

Status

August 2009. Plotted developments, row

Status

and the mall is operational. Currently

houses and mid market affordable housing

Westside,

are being launched in the first phase.

Pantaloons and Reliance Trends and several

Sales/Leasing

Approximately 200,000 sq ft of plots have

Update

been sold at an average price of €11.29 per

March 2014

Bazaar

(hypermarket)

smaller vanilla stores are operational. Several
stores are completing fit-outs and shall open
over the next few months.

sq ft
Completion
Date

Big

Leasing

60% of the retail space has been leased. Post

Update

commencement, we expect greater interest
from prospective tenants. Also exploring the
option to lease the fourth floor to a hotel
operator.
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Batanagar IT SEZ, Kolkata

Planning

In process

Approvals
Debt

Projected: €37.82 million; Sanctioned: €39.28
million

Construction

Piling work on site is completed. Boundary

Status

wall work has been completed. Full fledged
construction to commence around Sept 2009

Planning

Received

Sales/Leasing

Typically, office leasing picks up only closer to

Update

the project completion date

Completion

March 2011

Date

Approvals
Debt

Projected: €13.8 million (Phase 1) ;
Sanctioned: €13.8

Construction

Given current office markets and the

Status

business plan review process, the

Market City Retail, Bangalore

construction activity has been slowed
down. Various ways of de-risking the
investment and enhancing returns are
being considered.
Sales/Leasing

Typically, office leasing picks up only closer

Update

to the project completion date

Completion

February 2012

Date

Planning

In process

Approvals

Technopolis II, Kolkata

Debt

Projected: €56.05 million; Sanctioned: €
37.6 million

Construction

Demolition and site clearing work is

Status

complete.

Sales/Leasing

-

Update
Completion Date

September 2011
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Market City Hospitality, Bangalore
Planning

In process

Approvals
Debt

Planning
Approvals

In process

Debt

Projected: €14.63 million; Sanctioned: €18
million under discussion

Construction
Status

Demolition of existing structure completed.

Leasing
Update

NA

Completion
Date

April 2011

Projected: €40.61million; Sanctioned:
€14.8 million

Construction

Demolition and site clearing work is

Status

complete.

Sales/Leasing

-

Update
Completion Date

Kurla Office Development, Mumbai

March 2011

Taj Gateway, Kolkata
Saket Engineers Pvt Ltd (Listed Enterprise Level)

Planning
Debt

Sanctioned: €3.05 million; Additional Debt
required: €5.82 million

Received

Approvals
Debt

Projected: €9.96million; Sanctioned: €8.88
million

Construction

Two projects are currently under

Status

development – Sriyam, amongst the tallest

Construction

high rise structures in Hyderabad, and

Status

Piling work has been completed

Pranaam, a project targeted at senior
citizens.
Sales/Leasing
Update

Completion

103 out of 350 apartments in Sriyam and 59
out of 333 apartments in Pranaam have
been sold.
N/A

Sales/Leasing

Hotel operator agreement has been signed

Update

with The Indian Hotels Company (Taj
Gateway).

Completion

September 2010

Date

Date
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